get rich

p a n a c h e

Highway to
El Dorado
It’s everybody’s dream to be wealthy
and live the life of a king. It’s time to
stop dreaming and claim your destiny!
Anu Gulmohar attempts to get you
closer to your pot of gold
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his year started with my man and I buying a lottery ticket – the Punjab Lohri
Bumper Lottery – and as we both waited impatiently for the results that were to be
declared some two months later, we happily
built castles in the air about what we would
do once the Rs. 2 crore prize was ours. While
this confession might make us seem silly to
some, I would bet a lot of my precious money that the quixotic dream of getting
rich quick is shared by the majority. While
most of us don’t go buying lottery tickets, we
have sadly sighed looking at those expensive
showrooms and hot pair of wheels on the

roads. Rather than to
quietly resign oneself to
one’s fate, how much
more exciting would life
be if instead we do try to
become a millionaire! If
you’d like some neat ideas
about how to shift from
your apartment to a penthouse, then read on as I take
you through the multiple
routes you could take on this
journey…
Considering that you’re still
reading this, it would be safe to assume that you were not among the
0.0001% of the population born to really
rich parents. If you are unmarried, you
can still remedy your situation by finding
a rich partner for yourself. And while
you’re at it, do remember to go for a prenuptial agreement, so you can stay rich
even if you don’t stay married for long.
For the rest of us, one cannot stress
enough on the need for investments,
whatever little the amount be, and to start
as early as possible – when you’re a child
even. If you’re an adult, do consider getting your children started on investing
along with yourself, and you might just
see them getting hooked to seeing money
multiply as they grow! You never know
this hobby might just lead them to opt for
a career in investment banking in the future, which is an excellent way for them
to add to the family’s coffers. My friend
Rahul is an investment banker, and while
he nonchalantly admits his job assures
him a steady source of income, and
bonuses too, he assures me that there is

“The real key to succeeding in equities is looking at
stocks and sectors, which you know a lot about”
only one way to multiply money – investing in equities. “Equity is the way to do it.
There is only so much money you can
make with mutual funds etc. The real key
to succeeding in equities is looking at
stocks and sectors, which you know a lot
about and have inside knowledge about,”
he advises.
My search for the shortcut to El Dorado next led me to the door of Saurav
Ghosh, Director of MoneyBag Conserve,
a real estate advisory firm. After all, everyone has heard of people who have found
their riches through real estate. So, how
can we similarly emulate their success

stories? “The minimum investment in real
estate is about Rs. 25 lakhs in Delhi NCR
and in smaller cities it’s about Rs. 5-6 lakhs. One needs to either have that kind of
liquidity, or you should have the leveraging capacity (i.e taking loans from FI). If
this is the first house that you are buying,
or even if it’s just plain investment, then
the only thing that matters is location,
location and location, the best you can afford,” advises Saurav. The one tip he shares
with us – “Delhi NCR are saturated markets where rates have become stable in all
segments. If you are looking for quick
growth you have to look towards B and C
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grade cities.”
How else can you make your dream of
diving into your own Money Bin full of
gold like Uncle Scrooge? Art could be a
possible route. Paintings are no longer
bought only to decorate one’s home and
are chosen keeping in mind their expected increase in value in the years to come.
“The best way for an investor to judge the
value of a piece of art is to investigate how
much support and patronage the artist
who produced the work of art has from
the cultural sector as well as private collectors,” says Nicholas Forrest, Art Consultant, Art Market Analyst, Art Critic.
“The best tip that I can give anyone interested in investing in art is to be prepared
to hold on to the works they purchase for
at least 7-10 years. A number of modern
and post-modern artists are on the verge
of being elevated to a higher art historical
status and, as a result, will remain a pretty
safe bet for any investor – artists such as
Rothko, Lichtenstein, Klein, Fontana, Tapies, Merz, Manzoni etc,” advises Forrest.
Whereas among the Indian artists, Vijay
Anand, MD of Kyozan Arts, believes it’s
best to put one’s money on the modern
artists, “on MF Husain, F.N.Souza, Tyeb
Mehta, Raza, V.S.Gaitonde. Not the
emerging artists at this stage.” Anand cautions, “The most important thing one
needs to realise is not to buy art from unknown people. One has to buy art from
people with repute. Otherwise the incidence of buying fakes is so high that one
can easily get conned. So, you have to be

get smart!

• When is a good time to invest in art? – “Now! Because for the first time in the history of Indian art
collection, the top billionaires are buying art.
Once all the Razas and Souzas are owned by
these people, they’re not going to come back in
the market for resale. So, the prices are going to
go through the roof in the next 2-3 years,” tips
off Vijay Anand.
• Real Estate Tip – “If you are looking for
quick growth, you have to look toward B
and C grade cities… In Delhi NCR, Noida
Extension and Noida-Greater Noida
Expressway are good options. In
Gurgaon, the new sectors of 106 and
onwards are good options,” says Saurav Ghosh.

ward the stables, where the jockeys can
put you on the fast track to getting rich. I
struck up a chat with Daksh Oberoi, the
owner of several race horses, and he explained what one needs to do to achieve
that perfectly white, 10% taxed, money
bag. “If the person is coming for the first
time, I would advise him/her to have a
taste of the game. Come and enjoy the
game – get the gambling part out of their
head. Once you know the game, then you
think of getting into it for gambling purpose,” says Daksh. And on the day you’re
ready to stake your hard earned money
on a horse, remember Daksh’s advice,
“First, come look at the horse, look at the

“The most important thing one needs to realise is not
to buy art from unknown people”
really careful.”
While art and real estate cannot make
you and me as rich as nawabs in a jiffy,
there are more tempting options where all
you have to do is ensure you play your
cards right. Now, don’t get me wrong, I
know gambling is illegal in our country
and wouldn’t preach anything illegal, not
so much as even give you tips on how to
win at teen patti at the next Diwali card
party. Instead, allow me to steer you to168

pedigree of the horse, see what timing it
has previously given, evaluate if the conditions are suitable to the horse. There is a
lot of study involved. Before the race you
get a proper guide book, which costs you
Rs. 15, and it has all the details of the
horses in that race on that particular day
– starting from their pedigree to their previous timings.” Also, try and find an old
timer to guide you in.
One of the fastest ways of becoming
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wealthy is undoubtedly by playing fastest
fingers on Kaun Banega Crorepati, where
people with a love for reading newspapers
and magazines make it to the hot seat. As
the remaining not so knowledgeable life
of this planet watches them on their television sets, many of these participants
finally find their escape from middle-class
existence. Other shows on television too
are great opportunities for people unafraid of a little public embarrassment in
case they fail. Whether they dance or sing
or tell jokes, or willingly live through trying times with their boyfriend/girlfriend,
the idiot box offers plenty of options these
days for bold people to laugh their way to
the bank. And who knows, Karan Johar
might just notice you and sign you for his
next tear jerker or homosexual saga.
As 2010 draws to a close, what you
need to answer to yourself is if it is indeed
your dream to mint money manifolds
more than you do today. If yes, then believe that that life is yours and work toward it like a horse with blinkers. You
could choose any of the routes I have
listed above, from another marriage to
betting at the races to something perhaps
wiser, like setting up that meeting with a
real estate advisor. While I go buy another lottery ticket for myself, I wish you
good luck and hope you have an incredibly prosperous 2011.
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